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The social network coming-out. Planning a survey 
about LGBTQ population(s) on Instagram 
 
 
Marco Dionisio Terribili1 
Sapienza University of Rome 
 
 
 

Social networks allow to study the LGBTQ in an innovative way, bypassing the associative 
activities that, till now, has been the main source of knowledge about this research field.  
Using a software, it is possible to quickly download all the posts containing a specific 
hashtag, in order to design, plan and finally conduct a survey on a significant number of 
people who do coming-out on Instagram. Following the data collection of user belonging 
to the target population, a survey through Instagram will be conducted. This will be 
carried out by contacting people through the same social network they use and by sending 
them a questionnaire about the most unknown and most interesting aspects of LGBTQ 
population. Thus, interviewed people will be reassured about privacy, accuracy and aim of 
the project. 
To fully understand which the most important areas in LGBTQ people’s daily life are, 
qualitative interviews will be carried out. Conducting the survey on a large number of 
participants can lead to a deeper knowledge of specific phenomena of this population(s) 
and possibly help to promote valid social policies for LGBTQ. 

 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
LGBTQ stands for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer people. Definitions are always 
difficult in this field and, accordingly, the acronym has kept changing over the past few years. First 
it changed from LGB to LGBT, in order to include transgender people and it finally became 
LGBTQ, to include also queer, that is people who refuse traditional identities (sex, gender, sexual 
orientation, or even ethnicity), defined by the predominant culture of a society (Carey-Mahoney, 
2016). 
Referring to LGBTQ as a population, thus overlooking the heterogeneity of the groups that the 
acronym identifies, can be strongly inappropriate. Thereafter we will refer to LGBTQ adding an 
“s”, within brackets, following the word population: this population(s) will represent, with all its 
inner many-sidedness, our target population. 
Worldwide, past decades have seen much progress in unraveling the social characteristics of this 
population(s). However, the quantitative investigation of the LGBTQ social features is still in its 
infancy in Italy, as in several other countries. The reason for this lack of knowledge is linked to the 
intrinsic complexity of this population(s), the rarity of the involved phenomena, and the elusive 
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people making up this community (De Rosa and Inglese, 2018). 
For a long time associations represented the main informative source on the LGBTQ community 
(Barbagli and Colombo, 2007), but today we can utilize innovative data sources, mainly those from 
social networks, which allow to reach, investigate and study this population(s).  
This planning paper will run through the main studies conducted on LGBTQ people and will 
analyze both their strengths and weaknesses. Following this we will introduce how the research will 
be developed and take shape. We will also propose an innovative methodology to design, plan and 
conduct a survey on a significant number of people coming out on Instagram, by posting photos or 
pictures, and using some particular hashtags on their tagline; all that can reveal the sexual 
orientation of the person who posted the photo. 
In the final part of this paper we will describe how to reach a large number of individuals from  the 
target population(s), how to understand which aspects of daily life are linked to the sexual 
orientation, and finally how to conduct the survey, guarantying privacy and accuracy. 
 
 
OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN STUDIES CARRIED OUT IN ITALY:  STRENGTHS AND 
WEAKNESSES 
 
LGBTQ is one of those research fields in which the binary definitions don’t work: the dichotomy 
man-woman does not take into account gender, homosexual-heterosexual does not include other 
sexual orientations and, from a methodological point of view, either a qualitative or a quantitative 
approach could give partial or biased results. That is the reason why an important contribution to 
this field can be found in  the mixed methods application, which is a strategy to use and combine 
quantitative and qualitative approaches (Johnson 2007; Creswell, Plano Clarc 2007). An integrated 
approach appears to be more appropriate and flexible in dealing with the complexity characterizing 
the LGBTQ population(s). In Italy, in line with this approach, we can find Barbagli and Colombo 
(2007), Chiara Saraceno (2003), and “ModiDi” (2006) about LGB health (sponsored by Arcigay 
and financed by the National Institute of Health). As for sexual discrimination of LGBTQ on 
workplaces, a combination of qualitative and quantitative instruments have been adopted in the 
study “I am, I work” (2010), carried out by Arcigay and financed by the Italian Ministry of Labour 
and Social Policy. 
Although mixed methods research increased the understanding of LGBTQ population(s) -despite 
some limits, given their local and circumscribed nature- these quantitative studies, nationwide, have 
been just a few and mostly of experimental nature. In Italy the main quantitative studies have been 
carried out by the Arcigay and  the National Institute of Health (to note that those studies are biased 
by a strong auto-selected sample) and by Istat2, in 2011. 
It is not difficult to observe that till now, as Barbagli and Colombo highlighted in Omosessuali 
moderni (2007), gay associations (mainly Arcigay in Italy) represented the main informative source 
on the LGBTQ community, promoting and partnering the main studies. Of course the information 
provided has been extremely useful and informative, but social knowledge should go beyond the 
“associationism” and associative activities. Studying LGBTQ people from their associations’ point 
of view can lead to a deep but biased knowledge, because the target population(s) can be wider than 

																																																								
2 Istat conducted a survey about “gender discrimination, sexual orientation and ethnic belonging”, partnered with 
Italian Minister of Equal Opportunities. The Istat survey attempted to investigate, through some questions, the 
respondents’ sexual orientations and for homosexual and bisexual people, their coming-out experience and possible 
discriminations against them.	
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the people who belong to the associations. For example, associations are more localized in big cities 
than in small towns and their members are clearly more involved in the process of recognition of 
civic, cultural and political rights than  most of other LGBTQ people who, for several reasons, 
cannot belong to any association.  
 
 
AIM OF THE STUDY 
 
Because of all the problems mentioned above, my concern is to propose innovative methodologies. 
These would involve designing, planning and finally conducting a survey on a significant number 
of LGBTQ individuals who “come out” on Instagram, which is one of the most popular social 
networks worldwide, and which allows millions of users to share their picture and to describe 
themselves by using keywords, called hashtags. By pictures, and using some particular hashtags in 
the tagline, the person who posted the photo can describe the person itself, and sometimes reveal its 
sexual orientation. 
Finally, after collecting data on Instagram users from the target population(s), we are planning to 
conduct a survey by contacting these individuals through the same social network they are using 
and by sending them a questionnaire. This would allow us to investigate the most unknown and 
most interesting aspects of  LGBTQ population(s). 
 
 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
This work grounds on two theoretical frameworks: gender studies and digital sociology.  
Nowadays the development of the Internet of things (IoT) favors the digitalization of social, 
economic, political and private aspects. IoT facilitates new ways of daily self-representation, in 
which bodies are not just objects with borders and propriety, but they structure themselves as 
material and discursive phenomena (Barad, 2003). The intra-actions3 between technologies and 
individuals constitute a society in which the dichotomies male/female, public/private, 
heterosexual/homosexual don’t work anymore (Ruspini, 2014). In this context, using a gender-
sensitive approach means to analyze the identity, relationships and gender roles transformations.  
At the same time working on a social network necessarily includes topics such as digitalization and 
of all those relationships between humans and web technology (Snee et al., 2016).  
These two important and broad frameworks are deeply interconnected, because technology change 
our daily life. As a consequence of this our role in the contemporary society is changing too. 
However, several definitions are needed, because the knowledge and the understanding of complex 
phenomena, like those typical of LGBTQ population(s), cannot overlook theoretical concepts. 
In the following paragraphs an overview of gender studies and of digital sociology will be carried 
out. 
 
Gender studies 
 
Gender studies is a multidisciplinary theoretical perspective (concerning several academic fields, 
such as sociology, philosophy and psychology) which started to denaturalize reproductive roles 

																																																								
3 Karen Barad introduced the intra-action concept, in opposition to interaction, to signify the mutual 
constitution of subjects and objects (Barad, 2007).  
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among individuals belonging to a society, to make a distinction amongst sex, gender and sexual 
orientation.  
Gender studies started in North-America during the 70s and arrived in Europe some years later. A 
strong influence for these studies was definitively the feminist theory, pursued by important 
intellectual, such as Judith Butler, who in 1990 introduced the concept of gender performativity, in 
which gender is something “done”, and not attributed, Donna Haraway who studied the relationship 
between gender and science, introducing the concept of post-human artifact, in which the gender is 
defined not only by the relationship among humans, but also among humans and nonhumans actors 
(Haraway, 1991; 1997). Unlike Haraway, Karen Barad tried to recompose the terms dichotomy 
subject-object, that presumes agencies of observations and objects of observation, as irremediably 
separated from each other, in scientific knowledge production.  
Clear definition have been used in last decades. Today societies cannot be interpreted anymore in a 
realistic way, through obsolete and rusty dichotomies (e.g., man/woman and 
heterosexual/homosexual). Let’s take a look to the main definitions of these typical concepts used 
in gender studies (Zevallos, 2014): 
 

• Sex includes biological characters, according which a person is defined male or female. 
These traits could be overvalued and our role in a society can be interpreted according to  
our biological characters.  This process could be really misleading. 

• Gender, on the contrary, is a social identity: it is not an innate human characteristic, but it 
can vary across space and time. It’s assigned by the society, which define how individuals 
understand their identities, being a man, a woman, a transgender, a gender queer and all the 
other gender definitions. If sex is decided by nature, gender is decided by the society that 
deems if a job, an activity or a role is more appropriate for a man or for woman. Gender and 
sex sometimes are not aligned. This is the case of transgender and intersexuality, two gender 
categories that anyway don’t regard anyway sexual orientation. 

• Sexual orientation deals with the sexuality of an individual, attraction, practices and 
identity. Just as sex and gender, sexual orientation don’t always align and it generates the 
rainbow of sexual shade that we are studying, called LGBTQ. As the gender, sexuality is 
fluid, so it can change over time, being made of experiences, desires and behaviors.  

 
Gender identity construction and the relationship between sex, gender and bodies are a 
transformation in progress for everyone: individuals call into question, all lifelong, the 
acknowledgement or the refusal of social rules linked with having a male or a female body, or again 
a body attributable in the continuum between male and female biological antipodes (Antonelli & 
Ruspini, 2016). 
 
Digitalization 
 
Digital technologies have become essential in our life.  
Personal computers entered in our houses slowly, between 90s and 2000s. Similarly, internet 
became part of our daily life during a period of ten or more years. Following this a strong 
acceleration occurred, because of technologies became progressively more efficient, cheaper, faster 
and smaller. Think about  smartphones, tablets, smartwatches, etc. All these devices have had a 
deep influence on everyday life of many people spread all over the planet: the communication and 
the data flow between people has never been so quick and so reliable. 
Sociology wasn’t indifferent to this epochal change: social researchers tried to explain it, focusing 
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on the impact, development and use of digital technologies and their incorporation into social 
worlds. This sociological field started to be called Digital Sociology (DS) in 2009, but only in 2015 
this line of investigation of sociology  became official  with the publication of  Lupton’s manual, 
indeed named “Digital Sociology”.  
DS has a strong multidisciplinary characterization, because several other disciplines are interested 
in the use of digital technologies, such as anthropology, marketing, engineering. However, the study 
of digitalization in sociology has four aspects that are not examined in depth in other disciplines 
(Lupton, 2013): 

• Professional digital practice: how the media tools are used to build networks of friends, 
colleagues and people who share common interest. 

• Sociological analyses of digital media use: how people show themselves, and what is their 
role in the social network which reproduce social structures and social institutions  

• Digital data analysis: how to use digital data (often called big data, which come from social 
networks, or other internet sources) for social research, both quantitative and qualitative one 

• Critical digital sociology: focusing the consideration on the use of digital media 
technologies on their effects, mainly the most controversial and negative ones, on the 
society. 

These four aspects highlight how sociology has recognized the potentiality of the new digital 
media; sometimes adopting perhaps a too pessimistic point of view, like in critical digital sociology, 
sometimes adopting a too “idyllic” point of view, thinking about new digital media as the answer to 
all the questions that traditional sociology posed. Both these two points of view are way too drastic 
and could be misleading (Marres, 2012). 
Sociology should be the academic discipline which studies and identifies the role of the 
digitalization in people everyday life and its effects on the societies (Daniels & Gregory, 2016), 
focusing on how digital technologies are embedded in the various aspects of social life. 
Innovative data sources, mainly social networks, have brought an informative richness (Daas, 2014) 
that social researchers have to use for their studies. Although they have to be  careful on how social 
media users represent themselves, in a kind of digital "self-disclosure", and how they construct an 
online profiles and for what aim those profiles is used for (Rizzo, 2018). 
Digital is not just an adjective anymore, but it became a noun too: the Digital.  
Generically, it represents the direct effect of the digital revolution (also called third industrial 
revolution) and the beginning of the information age, started during the 1980s and still ongoing 
(techopedia, 2016).  
For the social researcher the Digital -Instagram, in our case- becomes a new social space: 
subjectifying, self-expressive and free, though subject to its netiquettes (Roberts et al., 2016).  
The Digital can become also an empirical research tool, because it allows to select individuals 
(according to what they post) for a survey, one of the most common method of social research. 
Moreover, the digital becomes research field of interest too, because it entails of considering not 
entirely negligible effects on the society (Ruppert et al., 2013). 
 
 
METODOLOGY 
 
Survey is probably the most common method exploited in the field of descriptive research 
methodology. The American Office of Research Integrity defines descriptive research as “a study  
in which information is collected without changing the environment” (Nebeker et al., 2015); this 
type of research is used to describe "what exists" with respect to variables or conditions in a 
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situation.  
Other methods can be referred to descriptive research, such as  correlation study, which investigates 
the correlation between two or more variables, and the developmental studies, which try to 
determine changes over time. Nevertheless surveys are the most appropriate descriptive instruments 
to obtain information concerning the current status quo of the studied phenomena (Salkind, 2011). 
Also if the survey could be the most suitable method for studying LGBTQ population(s), to conduct 
a good survey some efforts have to be carried out. Below are listed some of the aspects on which 
the survey design have to focus on: 

• sample size: the “rule of thumb” is that larger the sample size is, more statistically 
significant it is and more robust are the results. In other words, this rule means that there’s 
less of a chance that obtained results happened by coincidence. 
Working with social networks helps from this point of view, because it is possible to reach a 
huge number of users, belonging to the target population(s), in an easy, cheap and efficient 
way. 

• Questionnaire drafting: which aspects of the daily life of LGBTQ people to investigate? 
And how? To answer to these important questions, several qualitative interview will be 
carried out. In this way people belonging to the LGBTQ populations will address the 
knowledge about themselves and they will help the research to pose properly the questions 
to submit to interviewed people. 

• Sampling bias: in statistics, a sampling method where some elements of the target 
population(s) don’t have opportunity of selection (or the selection probability can't be 
precisely determined) is called nonprobabilistic sampling.  
Although a nonprobabilistic sampling doesn’t allow to describe in a statistically significant 
way the results, the survey can get more robust exploiting methods like snowballing. This 
method is a type of convenience sample, and it might, if done correctly, approximate a 
random sample, giving representativeness to the sample. 

Survey design should focus on these three aspects to give reliable results on the phenomena.  
Let’s try to analyze in depth these methodological problems and to give plausible solutions to them. 
 
 
RECRUITING SAMPLE UNITS ON INSTAGRAM TO INCREASE THESAMPLE SIZE 
 
Social networks got our daily “interlocutors”. We use them to share our opinion, to keep in touch 
with friends, to meet new people with similar interests (Ceron et al., 2013). All these reasons can 
lead social network users to index their post, making them easily traceable by other users interested 
on a certain topic. This can be achieved through the simple and effective use of hashtag, a word 
(preceded by the characteristic symbol #) used in the tagline, that allows users to find all the posts 
tagged using that word. Developed on IRC4 system during the 80s, the use of hashtags became viral 
with Twitter and then it was adopted on Instagram too, to make the posted pictures tagged 
according to their content or to other kind of information related to the photo. 
An hashtag can be a feeling (#happiness), a place (#igersroma), a movement (#metoo), a person 
(#cr7) or an information about the user who posted the photo, such as job (#nurselife), appearance 
and look (#skinny) or sexual orientation. 

																																																								
4	Internet Relay Chat: a client software used to “communicate, share, play or work” with others on 
IRC networks, broadly used in 90s and 2000s all over the world	
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Instagram slowly is starting to be used in social research (Munk et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2016), 
but usually by paying more attention to  pictures, rather than to their captions. Tagline could be 
really informative: finding the most common hashtag used to describe and tag pictures of users 
belonging, or supporting, the LGBTQ community can lead to obtain a wide frame of users to 
interview for the survey. Different hashtags identify different people, but we are interested in 
surveying the whole LGBTQ people so we have to be as inclusive as possible: last June, Instagram 
celebrated the Pride Month coloring of rainbow some hashtags5, identified by the GLAAD (an 
important international organization at the forefront LGBT+ rights), as the hashtags that are often 
used in the LGBT+ community. Some of these hashtags can identify the many components of the 
population(s) and, used in the tagline of a picture, they could clearly describe the sexual orientation 
of the user.  
In the following table the order of magnitude of the posts containing a certain hashtag, all over the 
world and of those ones referred to Italy, is reported: 
 

TABLE 1. 
NUMBER OF INSTAGRAM POSTS CONTAINING HASHTAG (UP TO 20/09/2018) 

Hashtag n. posts Hashtag n. posts  
#gay 59’700’000 #gayitalia 228’000  
#lesbian 15’300’000 #lesbianitaly 1’687  
#bisexual 7’100’000 #bisexitalia 331  
#transgender 7’000’000 #transitalia 849  
#queer 6’500’000 #queeritaly 113  
#loveislove 13’000’000 #loveisloveitaly 6  
#instagay 30’600’000 #instagayitalia 2339  
#lgbt 22’400’000 #lgbtitalia 26’100  
#lgbtq 7’600’000 #lgbtqitaly 210  

 
The volume of the number of posts, coming from all over the world, is massive and also the number 
of the posts tagged with an Italy-referred hashtag is considerable. The different declinations of the 
LGBTQ population are not represented in the same way, and there is a strong over-representation of 
gay people, rather than lesbian or bisex. Transgender people (numerically the smallest component 
of the LGBTQ) on the contrary are well represented. 
The aim of reporting the number of post containing Italy-referred hashtag is to understand  whether  
conducting a country based survey would be a reliable measure. From a data-collection point of 
view it would be easier, mainly for avoiding language questionnaire problem. 
Using software which are able to automatically download posts, containing a certain hashtag, from 
Instagram can lead to a important number of people to contact and to interview in a direct, cheap 
and careful way, as already said. The most friendly software used for downloading posts containing 
one or more hashtag is called Tagsleuth6. This on-line tool asks an input hashtag (or a set of them) 
and gives in output a list (in pdf and/or in excel) of all post containing that (or those) hashtag from 
several social networks (Twitter, Vine, Tumblr and Instagram), as shown in figure 1: 
 

																																																								
5	#pride #gay #pride2018 #lesbian #bisexual #trans #queer #asexual #loveislove 
#instagay #lgbtpride #genderqueer #intersex #gaypride #transgender 
6	https://www.tagsleuth.com/	
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1.  

2.  

3.  
 

Fig. 1 - Tagsleuth Webpages 
 
In this basic example we have looked for the list of the posts containing the hashtag #instagay on 
Instagram. A set of the last post containing this hashtag have been downloaded and put in an Excel 
table, as shown below: 
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TABLE 2. 
LIST OF THE FIRST 7 POST CONTAINING THE EXAMPLE HASHTAG #INSTAGAY, 

PRODUCED BY  THE SOFTWARE TAGSLEUTH 

 
 
As already said, it’s quite easy to understand how using software which are able to automatically 
download posts, containing a certain hashtag, can lead to a considerable number of users to contact 
and to consequently interview in an easy, quick and cheap way.  
 
 
QUESTIONNAIRE CONSULTATION 
 
Once obtained a list of Instagram user to contact, a questionnaire will be sent.  
Drafting a questionnaire about sexual orientation and about LGBTQ people’s experiences -such as 
public perceptions and responses to homophobia, discrimination, the social context of being an 
LGBTQ person- is not trivial.  
The technical reports of the LGBTQ surveys carried out till now, mainly the one planned and 
conducted in 2012 by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA, 2012), showed 
that writing a questionnaire can be a really scrupulous job and that’s the reason why, in our case, 
qualitative interview on LGBTQ people will be carried out before designing effectively the 
questionnaire. This will allow both to identify the most important aspects to study, and how to 
implement it considering the sensitivity of the questions and the difficulty of defining the concepts 
characteristic of the gender studies. 
In this way a part of the target population can directly participate to the lengthy consultation and to 
the meticulous examination of the questionnaire, with the aim of finalizing it in the form that will 
be submitted to users, listed by Tagsleuth, through Instagram.  
This consultation process will pay attention on the terminology, the significance, the layout and the 
sequence of the question, with the aim of draft a set of questions to ask in the most proper way. 
 
 
SNOWBALLING TO GIVE REPRESENTATIVENESS TO THE SAMPLE 
 
The third aspect on which the survey design has to focus is the sampling bias.  
The sample of LGBTQ individuals to include in the survey, and to select for answering the 
questionnaire, is definitively a non-probabilistic one. Because there is not a frame of the target 
population to select a sample from. As it’s not possible to calculate the inclusion probability of 
every sampling unit, and hence the sampling weights, it’s not possible to make inference on it. So 
we cannot extend the sampling results to the whole population in a statistical way, but in 
methodological literature several purposive sampling methods are presented as the solution to solve 
this statistical problem. 
Snowballing, is a type of purposive sample, useful for the researchers who are trying to recruit 
people who are difficult to identify or, rare and elusive, as we defined LGBTQ population(s) above. 

ID User Name Universal Time Stamp Caption Location Hashtags
1870702530527473657_7718865747vincent_vincent5009/17/2018 10:59:01 PM #extravaganza #ibiza #instaphoto #instadaily #queerart #artist #artoftheday #instagramers #artcollage #fotocollage #instagram #wien #london #paris #amsterdam #barcelona #berlin #instalike #photooftheday #sanfrancisco #colors #milano #rome #newyork #sydney #barcelona #dailyart #cologne #photoartist #chicago #instagayextravaganza rome cologne milano instagram barcelona instaphoto ibiza instagay artist dailyart berlin artoftheday instadaily newyork paris artcollage photoartist chicago instalike wien queerart fotocollage colors london photooftheday instagramers sanfrancisco sydney amsterdam
1871930213392597035_8073335632bllckpiik 9/19/2018 3:38:12 PM . . . . . . . . . . .. . . #gay #gayboy #followbackteam #likebackteam #likeback #like4lik #10likes #art #longhair #haircut #hairstyle #instalikeback #sister #funny #friday #friboy #friends #sweet #instafollow #gayboy #instagay #gayfitness #moda #liketeam #likeback #like4like #freetoedit #makeup #makeuptutorial #pride #loveislove #relaxmoda friends likeback like4like gayboy longhair instagay relax instalikeback funny gay sweet friboy freetoedit hairstyle 10likes gayfitness art l iketeam likebackteam instafollow pride makeup friday followbackteam haircut l ike4lik makeuptutorial sister loveislove
1871930170643202997_347649813yupitsscottie 9/19/2018 3:38:07 PM Daily reminders to not just myself but also to friends, loved ones and fellow followers. We need to start giving up on ourselves and realize we’ve come this far and we know we can go so much further. #behappy #positivevibes #stayfocused #keepmovingforward #beagoodhuman #ubuntu #beautifullife #nomatterwhatittakes #positivevibes #mindset #wewillgetthere #selfmotivation #instagay #gay #igers #igdaily #picoftheday #vegasigdaily wewillgetthere vegas instagay gay keepmovingforward stayfocused beagoodhuman selfmotivation nomatterwhatittakes picoftheday mindset igers ubuntu positivevibes behappy beautifullife
1871913216100844723_8576164191florianderoullers9/19/2018 3:04:26 PM #Mangez équilibrer  et sainement avec des produits frais et bio

⬆

 ... ne vous laissez pas influencer   par les grandes distribution enfin du moins pas tous  car i ls ne faut pas généralisée  différencier les bons des mauvais  Snap chat florianlecoach   -#sport #bodybuilding #fitnessmodel  #fitnessaddicted #fitnessmotivation  #fitness  #france  #picoftheday  #gym  #instapic  #instagram  #instagood  #bulking  #instagay  #bodybuilder  #healthylifestyle  #motivation  #instapic  #abs  #musculation  #healthy  #model  #sports  #muscle  #fitmotivation  #fitnesslife  #wakeup  #bulkfitmotivation fitnessmotivation gym instagram fitnessaddicted wakeup bodybuilding instagay abs france bodybuilder muscle motivation instapic instagood healthylifestyle sport musculation picoftheday fitness bulk mangez model healthy fitnessmodel bulking sports fitnesslife
1871806636940904717_549466667rob.ler 9/19/2018 11:32:41 AM “Aladdin”  #disney #aladdin #waltdisney #movie #cartoon #bluray #zeichentrick #filmcommunity #moviecollector #bluraycollection #like4like #likeforlike #likesforlikes #likes4likes #followforfollow #follow4follow #comment4comment #commentforcomment #gay #queer #gaystagram #gayboy #gaylove #instagaydisney cartoon like4like queer gayboy gaylove bluraycollection comment4comment instagay likesforlikes gay likes4likes likeforlike followforfollow gaystagram waltdisney moviecollector aladdin commentforcomment follow4follow bluray fi lmcommunity zeichentrick movie
1871789198635608338_6809330300lukazschett 9/19/2018 10:58:02 AM Can’t wait to come back to swimming #cantwait #longtime #swim #swimming #swimmingpool #swimsuit #england #uk #boy #gay #gayboy #gayguy #gayman #gaymale #gayengland #gayuk #gayeurope #gayitaly #gayspain #gaygermany #instagay #instagayboy52.9492,-1.1453gayboy swimsuit gayitaly instagay gaygermany gay gayeurope gayman swimmingpool uk gayspain gayengland longtime gayuk instagayboy swimming gayguy gaymale boy cantwait swim england
1841602084211201587_2062849246sbstien_ 8/8/2018 7:21:37 PM #picoftheday#photooftheday#happy#cute#instagood#beautiful#follow#followme#hello#helloworld#instagood#boy#men#travel#vegas#lasvegas#instagay#gayboy#gaymen#followgay#gayme#britneyspears#bitch#gay#gaysnap#gaylike#cute#followforfollowback#liked#now#summer#sun#travelfollowgay gaylike now gayboy vegas sun cute travel gaysnap instagay followme gayme gay happy bitch followforfollowback men instagood hello picoftheday liked summer photooftheday britneyspears follow gaymen lasvegas boy beautiful helloworld
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Snowballing can be used to ease data collection: find one person who qualifies to participate, ask 
him or her to recommend several other people who have the traits we are looking for. From there 
participant list can grow (Abdul Quader et al., 2006). 
In the case of the LGBTQ planned survey, we could ask, at the end of the questionnaire to suggest 
some (from 2 to 5) Instagram users with the same sexual orientation of the interviewed, and 
interview them in turn. This suggestion can lead to interview also people who don’t come out on 
Instagram because they don’t use the hashtags analyzed in the tagline. Using snowball method 
entails two main benefits. Firstly, it obviously increases the selection frame for the survey, because 
we are not interviewing anymore just people using coming-out hashtags. Secondly, snowball can 
approximate a random sample and so it gives more robust and reliable results (Abdul Quader et al., 
2006).		
 
 
DATA COLLECTION THROUGH INSTAGRAM 
 
In 2016 Coffman wrote that “the size of the LGBT population and the magnitude of anti-gay 
sentiment are substantially underestimated” because people were not ready to answer truthfully to 
an official statistical questionnaire about their sexuality. Moreover, the standard research approach 
used on most social surveys was not suitable for studying phenomena of the LGBTQ population. 
People involved in a survey about sensitive arguments want to be reassured about privacy 
conditions, anonymity, aim of the research and credibility of the institution which is conducting the 
research. That’s the reason why an Instagram page to contact the users selected for the survey has 
been created. The instagram page is called “Over The Rainbow Project” because the aim of the 
research is to observe, from an impartial but discrete point of view, the LGBTQ world, represented 
by the colors of the rainbow, that reflect the diversity of this community. In this page will be posted, 
with pictures and text, the aim of the research and other information about it. The most common 
LGBTQ hashtags, analyzed above, will be used, and following request will be send to all those 
people involved in the survey and to the most important LGBTQ Instagram pages  
This procedure is aimed to convince people to collaborate with the project, because of the good 
research aim, responding to the survey and to reduce the total number of non-response that could be 
really high in this type of social survey. 
 
 
FURTHER STEPS 
 
This planning paper has described as accurately as possible the steps that we are planning to 
implement to design and conduct a survey on LGBTQ population(s). 
The characteristics of the studied population entail undeniable analytic difficulties, but using 
innovative data sources, can lead to a better knowledge about social phenomena. In fact, the rule of 
thumb of this research is to use Instagram for recruiting people to interview, bypassing the 
associations and to get information about a wider population. Obviously, using data coming from a 
social network entails important considerations. From a sociological point of view it is important to 
take into account the role of the web in our life and how we represent ourselves on it; that’s the 
reason why our theoretical framework cannot help but include Digital Sociology, in addition to 
gender studies, that are of course needed when investigating sex, gender and sexual orientation. 
In this research project the methodology becomes as important as the studied field and the attention 
paid to conduct, interviews before, and a survey after on a large number of individuals, can lead to 
an acquaintance with the characteristics of the LGBTQ population(s), which are difficult to define 
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and to detect. The hope is that getting a deeper knowledge of the phenomenon could explain help to 
promote valid social policies for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer people. 
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